
A LITERARY ANALYSIS OF THE NECKLACE BY GUY DE MAUPASSANT

SHORT STORIES: THE NECKLACE BY GUY DE MAUPASSANT She was simple since she could not be adorned; but
she was unhappy as though kept out of.

Mathilde is shallow, materialistic, and manipulative. Formalism requires the reader to look at the language
itself when attempting to decipher the meaning of a text. Understanding literary theory adds a layer of
meaning to literature that may enhance the reading experience. In a sudden burst of emotion, Madame Loisel
reveals her entire story of losing the necklace, replacing it, and working off the cost of the replacement ever
since. With no money for a dowry, she is married to Monsieur Loisel , a clerk from the Board of Education.
Check out our Privacy and Content Sharing policies for more information. The character of Mme. One day,
while taking a walk, Mme. In The Necklace, the necklace that Mathilde borrowed is a key symbol in
interpreting the meaning of the story. The necklace, though it appeared beautiful and very valuable, was
actually worthless. To sum it up, in my opinion, as I skimming and scanning the whole story â€” I discover
that Maupassant, as a writer keeps his narration from ever being judgmental, which is remarkable. Pride also
prevented her friend from acknowledging initially that the necklace was a fake, which would have prevented
Mathilde's downfall. How singular is life, and how full of changes! Madame Forestier is still elegant and
youthful and pities her old friend Mathilde. The theme of Guy de Maupassant story? This gave way to
second-wave feminism in the early s to late s, which build on creating more equal working conditions for
women. The assumption that symbols that appear in a story are important to understanding the overall
meaning of a story can be applied to a formalist reading of The Necklace. Moreover, she only says that she
deserves to have all the things she spends a lot of time dreaming of but ironically, she does nothing to get
them. Together, they had nothing It is also necessary to develop these characters through out the story. She
picks a diamond necklace from her friend's jewelry box. In this case, the reader must ask whether this is
because of her natural beauty, the upper-class attire she was able to acquire for the event, or perhaps simply
her confidence from her clothing. Back then, if we were a woman, being wanted by a man was practically the
only way to be anybody at all. Forestier's necklace. You know how looking at a math problem similar to the
one you're stuck on can help you get unstuck? These negative traits are often associated with femininity when
masculinity and femininity are presented as binary oppositions. At the beginning, Mathilde? She had no
dresses, no jewelry, nothing. This is reflected through Matilde's daydreaming, which only serves to torment
her, the loss of the necklace borrowed for show, which only worsens their economic position, and finally, their
unnecessary sacrifice Literary theory has had a profound effect on literary interpretation. The necklace ends up
getting lost on their way back home despite efforts by the husband to try and recover it. One day, Mathilde and
Madame Forestier meet on the street.


